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Arcadia Assess: Streamline risk and quality gap 
closure for payer and provider collaboration 
Health plans and providers have traditionally relied 
on paper-based workflows to collaborate on risk 
adjustment and quality programs. Health plan 
quality and risk teams spend considerable time 
“chart chasing:” capturing evidence, calculating 
quality measures, and auditing charts. While 
providers often must respond to multiple and 
redundant requests from health plans to capture 
and verify risk and quality data. These inefficient 
processes can result in subpar performance and 
a strained relationship between both parties.

Arcadia Assess streamlines payer and provider 
collaboration to improve risk and quality gap 
closure through centralized, highly configurable 
workflow tools.

Quality and risk adjustment programs are available 
in a seamless application that gives providers 
an elegant workflow and reporting structure. 
Assess is integrated, with claims feeds and clinical 
data, to facilitate combined risk adjustment and 
quality workflows for providers. These forms are 
dynamic and can be customized and triggered 
by health plan quality and risk teams.

Targeted view of the patient and provider relationship 
with open risk and/or quality gaps. Expandable filter tray 
to enable refined searches based on flexible criteria.

Increase closure of risk and quality gaps

Track provider and program performance  
in near real-time

Reduce the administrative burden  
of chart chasing

http://arcadia.io
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Our platform delivers actionable insights for our customers to advance care and research, drive strategic growth,  
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Example: Quality-measure closure form to 
enable near real-time quality gap closure

• Timely, clinical data: Integration with daily 
clinical data and claims feeds for timely 
view of risk and quality gap status.

• Combined risk and quality workflows: 
Single application and programming 
engine for unified approach to quality 
gap closure and risk adjustment.

• Integrated care management programs: 
Triggers interventions based on quality 
and diagnostic findings, and a shared 
record with care coordination staff.

Example: Risk-gap closure form — highly 
configurable views according to need

• Highly configurable: Built to accommodate 
real-world variation between payers, health 
systems, and state requirements.

• Customized, dynamic forms: Augment risk and 
quality workflows with fully configurable form 
content for HRAs and other data capture.

• Automated assignments: Create assignments 
automatically for providers and other users based 
on the type of gaps and eligible contracts.

→ Learn more at arcadia.io — or contact us  
for a consultation at hello@arcadia.io
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